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February 2019 Bulletin

Atlantic Gold in the Community
Atlantic Gold is a proud supporter of community activities and groups.
Below are some of the important events we've recently partnered to
support.

Saint Mary's Fire Department Annual Picnic

Atlantic Gold was pleased to support the Saint Mary’s Fire Department Annual Picnic
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Atlantic Gold continues to support the
Musquodoboit Valley Food Bank and Family
Resource Centre

Over the holiday season, Atlantic Gold was proud to join the staff of both the
Musquodoboit Valley Food Bank and Musquodoboit Family Resource Centre to
provide financial support and gifts for those in need. In December, Atlantic Gold’s
Touquoy General Manager, Tony Woodfine presented the Musquodoboit Valley Food
Bank’s Betty Lou Tilley with a cheque and toys for children in need. Additionally, a
presentation of a financial donation and gifts was made to the Musquodoboit Family
Resource Centre.

Atlantic Gold supports the Nova Scotia Nature
Trust Dinner
In October 2018, Atlantic Gold was
proud to support the Nova Scotia
Nature Trust’s Annual Dinner and
Auction as a Conservation Sponsor.
We congratulate the Nova Scotia
https://mailchi.mp/50933202ba8c/community-newsletter-february-2019
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their annual dinner.

Atlantic Gold believes that the only good gold production is safe gold
production. As part of this commitment, we are investing in the next generation
of mining engineers by supporting Dalhousie University students with
Emergency Response Team (ERT) training. The safety and first aid lessons
they learn will help them at home, at school and in their communities.
On November 30th, 2018, four members of the Dalhousie University
Engineering program participated in one of Atlantic Gold’s monthly ERT training
sessions. Topics covered included patient assessment, altered levels of
consciousness, airway management, and patient extrication.
The four Dalhousie students, Sam Rolfe, Ross Bagnell, Robert Barrett, and
Kyle Lamont, are a part of the Dalhousie University Engineering Team,
supported by Atlantic Gold, which will be attending the Canadian Mining Games
in Edmonton Alberta, from February 21 to 24, 2019.
The Dalhousie team members will return to Touquoy to participate in further
training that will teach them about shock, respiratory protective equipment, and
injury management.
As the final phase of their training, the Dalhousie team will monitor a live drill
scenario, which will evaluate the Emergency Response Team’s management of
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Information about Atlantic Gold's
Mining Projects
In each newsletter, we provide technical information on Atlantic Gold's ongoing
projects.

Atlantic Gold is pleased to report the successful remediation of historic tailings at our
Touquoy Gold Mine. Tailings are the waste materials left after the process of
separating valuable fraction (such as gold) from the uneconomic fraction of an ore.
Tailings consist of ground rock and process effluents. Historic tailings are known to
exist throughout the Province on former mining sites. They present an environmental
concern and liability to the Province due to the presence of various contaminants like
mercury and arsenic. Nova Scotia Environment is working with Atlantic Gold, among
other companies, to clean up historic tailings at various locations in the Province.
https://mailchi.mp/50933202ba8c/community-newsletter-february-2019
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The historic tailings found at the Touquoy site are estimated to be at least 100 years
old. Tailings can vary in color from light brown to dark grey. They can be deposited in

layers, also known as “beaching”, as can be seen in Photo 1, by year-over-year
deposition over time. During 2017 and 2018, Atlantic Gold completed various
assessment programs to identify the locations and extent of historic tailings across
the Touquoy site. This work involved digging many test holes and trenches, as well
as, the collection of samples to test for environmental contaminants. An estimated
54,000 cubic metres of historic tailings were identified within the footprint of the
Touquoy open pit mine. That’s enough tailings to fill 22 Olympic size swimming pools!

After consultation with various environmental professionals and Nova Scotia
Environment, Atlantic Gold developed a plan to manage the presence of historic
tailings at the Touquoy mine site. This work involved the construction of an
engineered containment cell to house and eventually encapsulate the historic tailings
disturbed during Touquoy mining operations. The cell was constructed in the summer
of 2018 inside Atlantic Gold’s Tailings Management Facility (TMF), which is a large
engineered storage facility designed to capture and treat tailings and effluent
generated from the modern ore processing method.
In summer and fall of 2018, with the help of environmental professionals and using
large mining equipment, Atlantic Gold was able to dig out 23,000 cubic metres (9
Olympic-sized swimming pools) of historic tailings (see Photo 2) and safely transport
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While much progress was made in 2018, there are still historic tailings remaining on
site. Atlantic Gold plans to continue the remediation of historic tailings as the Touquoy
open pit progresses during 2019. This ongoing work will continue to improve the
environment at the site and surrounding areas in an effort to reduce the Province’s
overall environmental liability due to historic contamination on Crown Lands.

Engaging with the local community during the planning of a gold project is valuable
and essential to ensure that quality information is provided to the people most
impacted by a proposed project. Atlantic Gold believes communities have much to
gain from Atlantic Gold mine projects, but also recognizes that historical Nova
Scotian mining operations and mining practices in other places around the world can
cause skepticism about Atlantic Gold’s current and future operations.
Gaining trust is a long process, but we at Atlantic Gold want to provide you with
https://mailchi.mp/50933202ba8c/community-newsletter-february-2019
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Here are a few things we are doing to build productive relationships

and share information with local communities, residents and the Mi’kmaq:
Producing a quarterly newsletter.
Responding to all inquiries on our dedicated phone line and email address.
Posting information on Atlantic Gold's website and social media accounts.
Presentations to community groups, organizations and local government.
Talking with surrounding property owners.
Establishing local offices in Sherbrooke and Sheet Harbour.
Establishing and operating Community Liaison Committees for Cochrane Hill,
Fifteen Mile Stream and Beaver Dam/Touquoy.
Establishing an apprenticeship program, in partnership with the Nova Scotia
Apprenticeship Agency and Nova Scotia Community College, to support and
encourage people who are pursuing the trades as a career.
Establishing and funding a Community Sponsorship Program.
Joining the Sheet Harbour Chamber of Commerce to better understand and
participate in the local business community.
Upon request, providing opportunities to tour the Touquoy Mine site.
Holding public open houses before the submission of Environmental Impact
Statements to the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency.
Adjusting mine plans, as we are able, in response to community issues or
suggestions. This has happened several times already.
Providing technical experts to respond to questions.
Hear from our staff and let them tell you about Atlantic Gold on our YouTube
Channel.
Atlantic Gold wants to communicate with anyone interested in our projects. Please
contact us at
communityrelations@atlanticgoldcorporation.com or by phone at 902-391-4653 to
discuss your suggestions.
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Learn about our Atlantic Gold's impact on local business

Understanding wetland habitat is a key component of the environmental assessment
process. In Nova Scotia, all wetland habitat is protected under the provincial wetland
policy. These habitats must be fully evaluated and understood before regulatory approvals
are granted by the Province. These habitats are diverse, productive ecosystems which
provide a wide variety of ecological functions and are usually one of the first habitats that
are evaluated in any environmental assessment process.
So what is a wetland anyway? Three parameters are used to define wetland habitat:
hydrology, hydrophytic (or water-loving) vegetation, and hydric (or saturated) soils.
Wetlands form an incredible transition zone between aquatic and terrestrial habitat, or in
other words, between the water and the land. Using these three parameters, wetland
specialists walk the study area to map wetland boundaries. These boundaries are mapped
with a GPS unit, and flagged. Once the wetland boundaries are confirmed, wetland
specialists use the Canadian Wetland Classification System to describe the habitat type
(i.e. bog, fen, swamp, etc.), and evaluate wetland functions using the Wetland Ecosystem
Services Protocol for Atlantic Canada (WESP-AC).
Understanding wetland systems helps to guide and inform many other environmental
surveys, including birds, mammals, amphibians, reptiles, fish, flowering plants and lichens
(including species at risk in each group) surveys. This information is used to plan for project
infrastructure so that impacts to wetlands are minimized, important wetlands avoided and
the impacts to plant and animal habitat reduced as much as possible. Given that wetlands
https://mailchi.mp/50933202ba8c/community-newsletter-february-2019
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Gold to compensate for any unavoidable impacts to wetland habitat. Compensation for lost
wetland habitat is required within Nova Scotia to meet the obligations of no net loss of
wetland habitat.
The purpose of wetland compensation is to create a healthy and sufficiently sized wetland
to make up for the loss of habitat elsewhere, and the role that the impacted wetland played
before being altered for development. When Nova Scotia Environment (NSE) provides an
approval to alter a wetland (such as draining, filling, flooding or excavation) it also requires
a wetland to be restored, created or enhanced elsewhere to balance any loss during the
alteration process. Determining the type of wetland compensation depends on the details of
each situation. It usually involves restoring, enhancing or creating wetland habitat but may
also be provided in other forms, such as education, research or protection. The specific
compensation program details for each project need to be negotiated with Nova Scotia
Environment’s local inspectors and wetland specialists.

Atlantic Gold has taken a significant next step forward in developing the next
generation of tradespeople in Nova Scotia by launching apprenticeship programs in
several key areas.
Initially, we are training four millwright apprentices and two heavy equipment
apprentices. There will be future opportunities for Industrial Electricians and
Instrumentation Technician apprenticeships.
Atlantic Gold fully supports each apprentice through employment to ensure they
receive the required hours on the job and while they attend the educational portion
of the apprenticeship at a recognized institution. As Atlantic Gold continues to grow
in the province of Nova Scotia, we plan to grow our apprenticeship program to meet
much of our need for Red Seal qualified tradespeople.
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Beaver
Dam Update

Touquoy Update

Atlantic Gold continues to work

Operations at the Touquoy mine

through the Information Requests
(IR’s)
from
the
Canadian
Environmental Assessment Agency
(CEAA) on the company’s EIS
submission in 2017, and will be
submitting written responses to the
IRs in February. CEAA will then
review the supplemental information
provided and may have additional
information requests for Atlantic
Gold.

continue to be positive as Atlantic
Gold recently announced that fullyear production for 2018 reached
90,531 ounces of gold. Production
for 2019 is anticipated to be
between
92,000
and
98,000
ounces. Staffing levels at the mine
remain strong as over 280 full-time
staff and approximately 40-70 fulltime contractors are currently
working on site everyday.

Fifteen Mile Stream
Update

Cochrane Hill
Update

Atlantic Gold plans on submitting its
Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS) to the Canadian Environmental
Impact Assessment in April 2019.
Once the EIS is received by
CEAA there will be an opportunity
for the public to provide comment
directly to the Agency. Then, CEAA

Atlantic Gold is completing a variety
of technical studies that will form the
basis of the Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) scheduled for
submission to CEAA in June 2019.
No date has been planned to
present the findings of the EIS to the
community, but we anticipate an

will compile the responses and
submit questions back for Atlantic
Gold to answer. These information
requests will then be responded to
and the project adjusted as
necessary.

open house will occur in May. In
addition, Atlantic Gold will provide
an update to the local communities
near the Cochrane Hill project by
circulating an informational flyer. We
encourage residents near the
proposed Cochrane Hill Gold Project
to check their mailboxes in the
weeks ahead for an update from
Atlantic Gold.
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Twitter

www.atlanticgoldcorporation.com

LinkedIn

YouTube
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Our email address is:
communityrelations@atlanticgoldcorporation.com
Community Phone Line: 902-391-4653
Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.
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